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by Daniel J. Gelo and Tammy J. Morales
Unlike most similar works, this bibliography grew out of a field
project, an ethnographic survey of the Alabama-Coushattas by the Institute
of Texan Cultures in 1990. Relevant works were examined prior to the
fieldwork and annotated as the fieldwork progressed. The resulting
document, which covers published sources, theses, and dissertations
through 1991, serves as a basic reference and highlights gaps in the
scholarship of the tribes. It also promotes a critical reading of the works
collectively; the entire corpus can be considered as a reflection of Indian-
white relations. I
Tate's guide to Texas Indians was the logical foundation for this
bibliography, though many items quite practically omitted from his
comprehensive work are included here. For example, more magazine
articles have been included in the belief that a dynamic view of tribal
culture must take into account external perceptions fostered by these
writings (they are best treated as artifacts rather than references). Also,
greater attention is paid here to the linguistics literature. And while our
evaluations of items are often consistent with those in Tate, a few are
markedly different, and in general we strove to give more specific
descriptions than were possible in the longer work. One item Tate lists (his
No. 1178) was found not to pertain to the AJabama-Coushattas.2
The two closely-related tribes, members of the Creek Confederacy,
left their historic homelands in North Alahama, migrating westward
through Louisiana before entering Texas around 1790. A reservation was
established in the Big Thicket forest land of Polk County in 1854-55,
which now houses most Alabamas and a smaller proportion of Coushattas
in one political entity, the Alabama-Coushatta Tribe. More Coushattas, and
a minority of AJabamas. remain in Louisiana. tied to the Texas community
through continued migration and intermarriage. Some from each tribe also
settled in the Creek Natian, now eastern Oklahoma.3
Following advice from their supporter Sam Houston, the Texas
Indians have allowed few non-Indians to reside among them. Indian
experience with the larger society was confined mostly to trading trips to
nearby towns until the 1920s, when some began attending high school or
working as domestics in Livingston. Though today a modern highway
links Livingston and Woodville with Indian Village, contact between
reservation residents and non-Indians is stiJI of a limited nature, occurring
at school, the workplace (including the tribal tourist complex), and
Daniel J. Geln, assistant professor of anlhmpolog)~ The University of Texas al San Antonio.
Tammy 1. Morales, graduate studem in anthropology, The University o.fTexas at Austin.
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sporting events.
Isolation insured preservation of Indian languages and lines of
descent, but also fostered scholarly neglect. The great surges of
anthropological study in the early 1900s bypassed the Texas Alabama-
Coushattas. John Swanton, the preeminent Southeast Indian scholar,
managed only two brief visits to Indian Village {cf. items 158-168 below}
and the pioneering ethnomusicologisl Frances Densmore was able to
record only one singer {36}. Though the first literate generation was
educated about 1910, and literacy rapidly became a mark of
accomplishment in the tribal prestige system, writings by Alabama-
Coushatta people on their own culture are extremely scarce {169, 170}.
Members of local historical organizations only rarely consider the Indians
[e.g. 131}, and there is but one pertinent work on historical archaeology
{76}.
Fortunately, there have always been a few observers to record aspects
of tribal life. Many of these writers visited the reservation while involved
in goodwill efforts, so that valuable infonnation is contained in documents
prepared for legislative campaigns to secure relief or augment the
reservation {27, 45, 147, 177-180}, and also in writings on the history of
the Presbyterian mission at Indian Village {I 08 }. Area teachers have also
written on the tribes, though the level of insight they offer is usually
disappointing {ll, 21, 55, 111, 149, 150 l 151}. A number of master's
theses on Alabama-Coushatta history and education have been written at
regional colleges, usually by people with some prior church or school
connection to the tribes {96, 115, 117,127,140,152, 172}.
Howard Martin, a trained avocational researcher, is the leading
ethnohistorian of the Texas tribes and official Tribal Historian. He has
conducted scrupulous research on early trails and village sites {123},
Alabama and Coushatta service to the Confederacy {124}, and folktales
{119-122, 125}. Advances have also been made by specialists in areas
such as Texas colonial and republican history {18, 32, 51, 53, 62, 109, 126,
132. 156}, In recent years the related but distinct Alabama and Koasati
languages have been well documented~ most important is the study of
Alabama conducted since 1980 by Heather Hardy, which has produced
several technical articles {34, 35, 64-66, 129, 130}, and will soon yield a
dictionary, written in collaboration with the late tribe member Cora
Sylestinc.4 Geoffrey Kimball has made a similar concerted effort for
Koasati {89-95 J, and others have made contributions {24, 61, 84, 106,
154 }.
Overall, however, the sound scholarship is outweighed by derivative
writings and journalism. The demand for pedestrian literature on Texas
Indians has resulted in a highly incestuous corpus, with the reiteration of
many false or doubtful points and, in one instance, what appears to be a
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clear case of plagiarism {114}. If researchers have first-hand experience
on the reservation, it tends to be very limited, often with access gained
through acculturative institutions. No extended ethnohistoric study has
been published, and no long-tenn ethnographic study has been undertaken.
1. Abernethy, Frances E. How the Critters Created Texas. Austin: Ellen
C. Temple, 1982. 36 pp. Children's adaptation of the Alabama creation
myth published in Martin 1977 {122}.
2. "Alabama-Coushatta Indian Reservation." Texas Public Employee,
25 (July 1970),24-27. Invitation to the tribal tourist complex; notes plans
for expansion; nineteen photos.
3. "The Alabama-Coushatta Reservation, Texas." Smoke Signals, 43
(1965), 34. Announces inauguratal of crafts classes for reservation
artisans, taught by three Pueblo Indian instructors.
4. "Alabama-Coushatta Want Economic Freedom." Wassaja, 4
(November-December 1976), 9. Indian newspaper item on relations
between the tribe and federal and state governments. Data on reservation
land purchases and demographics is inaccurate.
5. Allen, RuthA. East Texas Lumber Workers: An Economic and Social
Picture. 1870-1950. Austin: University of Texas Press, 1961. 239 pp. Cites
1910 census showing 30 lumbermen in the "other" racial category,
probably Alabamas and Coushattas.
·6. Almonte, Juan N. "Statistical Report on Texas." Translated by Carlos
E. Castaneda. Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 28 (January 1925), 177-
222. Mexican government observer in 1834 notes Coushattas among
friendly Indians around Nacogdoches.
7. Austin, Stephen F. The Austin Papers. Annual Report of the
American Historical Association for the Year 1919, Vol. II, parts 1 and 2.
Edited by Eugene C. Barker. Washington, D.C: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1924. 1824 pp. Letters for the period 1789-1827 include numerous
references to the Alabamas and Coushattas ("Coshatti"). "Coushatta" and
"Coshatti" were also used for Alabamas and Coushattas collectively during
this period.
8. "A Benefit to Indians on the Alabama and Coushatta Reservation."
Indians at Work, 2 (April 15, 1935), 33. Paragraph noting that Emergency
Conservation work was an economic boon to the Alabama-Coushattas
after the drought of 1934.
9. Berlandier, Jean Louis. The Indians ofTexas in 1830. Edited by John
C. Ewers. Translated by Patricia Reading Leclercq. Washington, D.C.:
Smithsonian Institution Press, 1969. 209 pp. Berlandier was a French
botanist and zoologist who explored Texas as a member of the Mexican
government's Comision de Limites expedition. He describes the tribes,
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their pacivity and assimilated appearance; concise footnotes by the editor
amplify these descriptions. Coushatta capital punishment and first fruits
ceremony are discussed~ Alabama cotton cloth weaving is noted.
Population figures provided by the author and editor. A watercolor of two
Coushatta men by Luis Sanchez y Tapia shows period dress. Serious and
chronic translation errors affect the ethnographic information; careful
researchers will consult the original manuscripts, locations of which are
given in the book's introduction. Cf. Sanchez 1926 {153}.
10. -----. Journey to Mexico During the Years 1826 to 1834. Volume 2.
Translated by Sheila M. Ohlendorfl Josette M. Bigelowl and Mary M.
Standifer. Austin: Texas State Historical Association. pp. 288-672.
Mentions a Coushatta village on the Trinity River and a Coushatta-
Comanche battle in 1832-33.
11. Berry, Rotha McClain. "The Alabama and Coushatta Indians of
Texas." Texas Geographic Magazine, 12 (Fall 1948), 19-23. Teacher
discusses the tribes' settlement of Texas, reliance on the Presbyterian
Church and Federal government, and economic failures. Contains dubious
statements, lacks references.
12. Bludworthl G.T. "How the Alabamas Came Southward." In Straight
Texas. Publications of the Texas Folklore Society, No. 13. Edited by J.
Frank Dobie. Austin: Texas Folklore Society, 1937. pp, 298-299; rpt.
Hatboro, Pennsylvania: Folklore Associates, Inc., 1966. Tale of the journey
of the Alabamas from Saskatchewan to the southeast, relayed by a
Cherokee Indian to the author through a third individual. The notion of the
Alabamas migrating as such from the far northwest is improbable.
13. Bolton, Herbert. Athanase de Mezieres and the Louisiana-Texas
Frontier, 1768-1780, Vol. 2. Cleveland: Arthur H. Clark, 1914. 392 pp.
Documents the Alabama occupation of Louisiana.
14. Bossu, Jean-Bernard. Nouveaux voyages aux Indes Occidentales. 2
vols. Paris: Le JaYl 1768; Amsterdam: D.J. Changuion, 1769. Letters of a
French marine officer stationed at Fort Toulouse in 1759 note Alabama
marriage, funeral customs, religion, warfare, diplomacy, family life, and
hunting.
15. -----. Travels through That Part of North America Formerly Called
Louisiana. 2 vols. Translated by John Reinhold Forster, London: T. Davies,
1771. Rare English translation of Bossu.
16. -----. Travels in the Interior ofNorth America, 1751-1762. Translated
by Seymour Feiler. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1962. 243 pp.
Modern English translation of BaSSil 1768 utilizing contemporary names
for tribes, places, and fauna.
17. Bounds, John H. "The Alabama-Coushatta Indians of Texas."
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Journal of Geography, 70 (March 1971), 175-182. Migration history and
account of reservation development between 1854 and 1970, emphasizing
the shift from foraging to logging and farming, then tourism. Demographic
and economic details drawn from technical reports and interviews with
local officials,
18. Burch, Marvin C. "The Indigenous Indians of the Lower Tri nity Area
of Texas." Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 60 (July 1956), 36-52.
Briefly discusses the Alabama and Coushatta occupation, citing Swanton
and the Texas State Archives.
19. Campbell, Thomas Nolan. "Alabama Indians." The Handbook of
Texas, a Supplement, Vol. 3. Edited by Eldon Stephen Branda. Austin:
Texas State Historical Association, 1976. pp. 13-14. General statement on
the Alabamas supplementing other Handbook entries (37, 116). Notes the
dire state of Alabama ethnohistory.
20. -----. "Koasati Indians." The Handhook qfTexas, a Supplement, Vol.
3, Edited by Eldon Stephen Branda. Austin: Texas State Historical
Association, 1976. pp. 483-484. Covers Coushattas in Louisiana, Texas,
and Oklahoma; see related Handbook entries (37, 116). Calls for
ethnohistorical research. Citation of Swanton 1946 (162) contains an error.
21. Carleton, Lessie. "Indians of Southeast Texas." Master's thesis,
North Texas State Teacher's College, 1939.91 pp. Mostly on the Alabamas
and Coushattas; standard migration account plus a specific discussion of
Indian-white relations and reservation life after ca. 1920. Reports a trade
dialect distinct from the Alabama language. Based on informal interviews
with Chief Charles M. Thompson and some participant observation, but
mainly a summary of newspaper articles and other secondary sources.
Stereotypic language colors references to culture.
22. Castaneda, Carlos E. Our Catholic Heritage in Texas. Vol. 5. Austin:
Von Boekman-Jones, 1942. 514 pp. Cites a 1795 colonial report that the
Alabamas were displacing Caddoans.
23. Chamberlain, C.K. "East Texas: Alabama-Coushatta Indian
Reservation." East Texas Historical Journal, 8 (March 1970), 109-117.
Standard historical sketch, from the office of reservation superintendent
Walter W. Broemer, with a newspaper account of the installation of chiefs
Fulton and Emmett Battise.
24. Chiu, Bonnie Hui-Chun. "Alabama Verbal Morphology: Set I
Affixes." Master's thesis, University of California at Los Angeles, 1987.49
pp. Fonnulation of rules for the positioning of inflexional affixes in
Alabama verbs; rejects the traditional definition of the morpheme as
minimal unit of meaning.
25. Clarke, Mary Whatley. David G. Burnet. New York: Pemberton
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Press, 1969. 303 pp. Notes purported attempt by slaves to instigate a
"Coshatti" revolt against the Texas Republic.
26. -----. "The State of 1\\'0 Tribes." The Cattleman, 69 (August 1982),
158-162, 177. General descriptions of the Tiguas and Alabama-
Coushattas; photos of Jack Battisc and Myra Battise.
27. Cogdell, Mrs. Earl. "Financial Aid Is Promised Isolated Indians in
Texas." The American Indian (Society of Oklahoma Indians), 1 (August
1927), 6. Sketch of reservation history, living conditions, and aid efforts.
Author was Texas State Chainnan of Indian Welfare. Gives the tribal
population as 206, and states incorrectly that the A]abama~ are a branch of
the Choctaws. Photo of author at reservation with an Indian child. Cf.
'<Indians of Polk County" {78}, "Report of Committee {t 47 }.
28. Constitution and By-laws qf the Alabama and Coushatta Tribes of
Texas. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1938. 10 pp.
29. Corporate Charter of the Alabama and Coushatta Tn'bes of Texas.
Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office~ 1940. 6 pp. Documents
establishing the modem tribal government; reproduced in March 1940
{I17} and Rothe 1963 {150}.
30. "Coushatta Victory." Indian Affairs (July 1973), 3-6. Announces
.federal recognition of Louisiana Coushattas; details of the recognition
process and a rich synopsis of tribal history.
31. Coston, l.A. "Only Indian Reservation In Texas." Frontier Times, 24
(April] 947), 386-389. Condescending tribal profile written in 1924. The
unusual historical infonnation, plus descriptions of Indian racial attitudes
and the shift from farming to lumbering. Notes population of 249.
32. Cox, Isaac Joslin. "The Louisiana-Texas Frontier, IT." Southwestern
Historical Quarterly, 17 (July) 1913, 1-42. Mentions Spanish efforts to use
the tribes as buffer populations.
33. Cozzine, James Joseph Jr. "Assault on a Wilderness: The Big Thicket
of East Texas." Ph.D. dissertation, Texas A&M University, 1976. 365 pp.
The chapter on Indian occupation of the area surveys common sources and
concludes that Indians did no lasting environmental damage. Relies on a
summary of Indian subsistence practices instead of ethnohistorical and
ecological data, so full assessment of environmental change is precluded.
Treats Indian occupation as a first wave, not continuing process.
34. Davis, Philip K. and Heather K. Hardy. "Absence of Noun Marking
in Alabama." International Journal (~f American Linguistics, 54 (1988),
279-309. Discusses the meaning of noun suffixes .:1, -k, and -n and their
purpo~eful omission. Infonnants were Cora Sylestine and Wanda Williams
Poncho.
35. -----. "Nominal-Sentential Morphology in Alabama." Southwest
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Journal of Linguistics. 7 (Fall 1984), 87-101. Investigates the meaning of
suffixes :1, -k, and -n as they appear in nouns and verbs.
36. Densmore, Frances. "The Alabama Indians and Their Music." In
Straight Texas. Publications of the Texas Folklore Society, no. 13. Edited
by J. Frank Dobie. Austin: Texas Folklore Society, 1937. pp. 270-293; rpt.
Hatboro, Pennsylvania: Folklore Associates Inc., 1966. Synopsis of
materials collected from Charles M. Thompson in 1933 for the Bureau of
American Ethnology. Twenty musical examples: Buffalo, Corn, Duck,
Chicken, Rabbit, Frog, Terrapin, Horse, Women's and Nateka dances.
Brief discussion of each genre's form, melodic structure, and performance
practice. Also gives a limited comparative analysis of Alabama music, an
organology, a version of the myth "The Visit to the Sky:' and a historical
resume after Swanton 1922 {160}, with recent data from Hickman
Chambers of the missionary family.
37. Dicker~on, W.E.S. (W.E.S. Folsom-Dickerson). "Alabama-Coushatta
Indians." In Handbook of Texas, Vol. 1. Edited by Walter Prescott Webb.
Austin: Texas State Historical Association, 1952. pp. 20-21. Overview
based on 1940 field study (Folsom-Dickerson 1965 {49 D. Remarks on
differential acculturation and tribal decision making are unique and
important in understanding modern sociopolitical organization.
38. Dresel, Gustav. Houston Journal. Translated and edited by Max
Freund. Austin: University of Texas Press, 1954. 168 pp. Locates the
Alabama settlement Fenced-in Village circa 1830.
39. Duff, Gerald. Indian Giver. Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
1983.244 pp. Novel about a Texas Coushatta youth named Sam Houston
Leaping Deer, and his encounter with the dominant society when he
attends college on a basketball scholarship. Shows familiarity with
reservation life and tribal mythology as recorded by Martin~ Leaping
Deer's mystic world view, however, must be regarded as exaggerated and
stereotypic.
40. Edward! David B. The Risto/}: of Texas. Cincinnati: I.A. James,
1836. 336 pp. Includes discussion of Cohta, principal chief of the
Coushattas in the 1830s.
41. Eilers, WilJiam, lr. "Indians of Polk County." Frontier Times, 2
(February 1925), 14-15. Brief profile of the Alabamas reprinted from the
Houston Chronicle, December 7, 1924. States erroneously that the
Alabamas were lumbennen early on and became farmers only after
deforestation. Gives the earliest published version of a common anecdote
illustrating the Alabamas' unwillingness to engage in disputes.
42. Emmons, Martha L. "The Texas Indian Village." Naylor's Epic
Century, 3 (July 1936),29-31. Description of lifeways from a 1936 visit;
tales from Charles M. Thompson: "Why the Terrapin's Back is Rough"
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and "How the Snake Got Its Rattlers."
43. Fain, Anna Kilpatrick. The Alabama Indians in Polk County, Texas.
Livingston, Texas: Polk County Enterprise, 1948. 17 pp.
44. -----. Texas Indians - The Story of Indian Village and the Alabama
Indians of Polk County, Texas. Livingston, Texas: n.p., 1960. 21 pp.
Booklet presenting a paternalistic history of the tribes by the mother of
Clem Fain, Jr., a lawyer and Iegi'llator who worked on behalf of the
Indians. Focuses on local white personalities involved in bettering the
reservation; most useful as a record of these advocates and as an artifact of
Indian-white interaction. Good photos of tribal leaders John Scott, Charles
M. Thompson, and Bronson Cooper Sylestine, the "white chief' Clem
Fain, Jr., and Dr. and Mrs. Chambers, missionaries. It is incorrectly
implied that John Blount, a Pakana Muskogee from Polk County, was an
Alabama. Patchwork revisions in the later edition include an updated list
of reservation medical staff, new data on education, and a photo of
Winifred Battise.
45. Fain, Clem F, Jr. "White Chief's Tepee." East Texas, (April 1928),
28-29. Description of the 1928 journey of Chief Sunkee (Charles M.
Thompson), McConico Battise, and "white chief' Fain to Washington to
successfully request an appropriation for the Alabamas: H. Report 5479
{182}. Contains interesting details about the trip and testimony, while
Fain's writing style conveys his flair for public relations. Includes two rare
photos.
46. Flores, Dan L., ed. "'The John Maley Journal: Travels and Adventures
in the American Southwest, 1810-1813." Master's thesis, Northwestern
State University, 1972. 194 pp. Good observations on Coushatta
settlements in Louisiana.
47. -----, ed. Journal of an Indian Trader: Anthony Glass and the Texas
Trading Frontier, 1790-1810. College Station: Texas A&M University
Press, 1985. 158 pp. Glass located Alabamas and Coushattas on the Red
River northwest of Natchitoches in July 1808; gives map and Sanchez y
Tapia's watercolor of two Cou'lhatta men (cf. Berlandier 1969 {9}).
48. -----. "The Red River Branch of the Alabama-Coushatta Indians: An
Ethnohistory." Southern Studies, 16 (Spring 1977), 55-72. Scholarly
account of the sojourn of Alabamas and Coushattas in northwest Louisiana
ca. 1800-1830. Based on records of Indian Agent John Sibley and
explorers Freeman and Custis; refines understanding of tribal migrations,
contradicting Jacobson 1974 {81} on certain points. Documents
establishment of trade with Natchitoches and Nacogdoches, relations with
Americans, Caddos, Osages, Choctaws, and Chickasaws.
49. Folsom-Dickerson, William Edwin Shepard. The White Path. San
Antonio: Naylor Co., 1965. 148 pp. Anthropological work from the
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University of Texas based on four months of participant observation in
1940. Son of a part Chocktaw mother and Presbyterian minister father, the
author entered the community through the church before living with hif\
principal informant l Speaker Chief McConico Battise. His aim of
producing an acculturation study a la Redfield, Linton, and Herskovits is
not met, since the process he outlines is oversimplified and not supported
with his data. The explanation of relations between the Alabamas and
Coushattas is particularly simplistic. There is valuable information,
however: Alabama and Coushatta names and uses for 196 plant species
(the author's English glosses of native plant names are inexact); a
linguistic sketch~ data on social organization and log cabin building.
50. Fox l Vivian. The Winding Trail. Austin: Eakin Press l 1983. 99 pp.
''The Story of the Alabama-Coushatta Indians," useful as an introduction
for children, but only if presented by an informed instructor. The author is
usually sensitive, but there are some questionable statements, and the
topics are organized in a confusing way. Contains twenty-seven photos and
ten drawings.
51. Franco, Jere. "The Alabama-Coushatta and Their Texas Friends."
East Texas Historical Journal, 27 (Spring 1989), 31-43. Precise history of
relations between the tribes and neighboring whites in the 1800s.
Especially helpful in explaining the strategies of Houston, Lamar, and their
agents. The article is missing its last footnote.
52. "The Friendly Indians of Trinity River l in Tex.as." In Texas Almanac
for 1861. Galveston: Richardson and Company, 1861. pp. 126-131. An
anonymous but knowledgeable correspondent views triballifeways during
an important and obscure period. Good description of hunting and
gardening practices, and references to the Mobilian and Servile Choctaw
languages, sex roles, binge drinking, and wage work in the cotton fields of
white farmers.
53. Garett l Julia Kathryn. "Doctor John Sibley and the Louisiana-Texas
Frontier, 1803-1814." Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 45 (January
1942),286-301; 46 (January 1943),272-277; 47 (January 1944),319-324;
49 (January 1946), 399-431; (April 1946), 598-614. Letters from
entrepreneur and Indian agent Sibley to Gen. Henry Dearborn report an
Alabama-Coushatta attack on Osages and murders committed by a
Coushatta at Natchitoches and Alabamas at Opelousas. Letters to the
secretary of war locate 400-600 Alabamas and Coushattas near the Bay of
St. Bernard, call for relief for the Louisiana Alabamas, and report Creek
agitators among the two tribes.
54. -----. Green Flag Over Texas. Austin: Pemberton Press, 1969.275 pp.
Mentions efforts of Samuel Davenport to gain Coushatta ("Couchate")
cooperation with the Republican Army of the North in 1812.
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55. Garner, Patsy. "The Alabama Indians." Texas Histo1}' Teachers's
Bulletin, 12 (October 1924), 100-105. Historical sketch by a Livingston
resident; depends on oral report!\ and manuscripts from local whites, and
newspaper items. Contains false report that the Coushattas became extinct
as a tribe, and conflicting statements about tribal agriculture.
56. Gatschet, Albert A. A Migration Legend of the Creek Indians.
Philadelphia: D.G. Brinton, 1884. 251 pp. Rpt. New York: AMS Press,
1969. Includes a particularly detailed reconstruction of Alabama history in
the early 1700s, after early chroniclers such as Gallatin, Margry,
Schoolcraft, and Hawkins.
_56. Gatschet, Albert S. A Migration Legend of the Creek Indians.
Philadelphia: D.G. Brinton, 1884. 251 pp. Rpt. NewYork: AMS Press,
1969. Includes a particularly detailed reconstruction of Alabama history in
the early 1700s, after early chroniclers such as Gallatin, Margry,
Schoolcraft, and Hawkins.
57. Gatschet, Albert, and Cyrus Thomas. "'Alibamu." In Handbook of
American Indians North of Mexico, Vol. 1. Edited by Frederick Webb
Hodge. Bureau of American Ethnology. Bulletin 30. Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1907. pp. 43-44. Brief, dependable
outline of Alabama history; useful for its tribal synonymy and bibliography
of early sources.
58. Girvin, Eb Carl. "The Ecology of the Indian Reservation, Polk
County, Texas." Master's thesis, University of Texas, 1941. 51 pp. Field
study of vegetation and detennining physiographic features. Includes a soil
distribution map and photos showing plant communities and succession,
an incomplete plant inventory listing 339 species, and brief discussion of
native plant nomenclature, with examples.
59. Gordon, Jennifer. "Beyond the Sundown." Texas Highways, (June
1976), 12-14. Description of the now-defunct pageant which dramatized
tribal history for reservation tourists.
60. Gunter, Pete. The Big Thicket. New York; Jenkins Publishing
Company, 1971. 172 pp. Sporadic reference to natural resources on the
reservation; brief tribal history.
61. Haas, Mary R. "Men's and Women's Speech in Koasati." Language,
20 (1944), 142-149; rpt. in Language in Culture and Society. Edited by
Dell Hymes. New York: Harper and Row, 1964. pp. 228-233. Technical
description of rules governing supposed morphemic differences in men's
and women's speech, with sociolinguistic and comparative data. Field data
from Louisiana. Discussion of this subject is renewed in Kimball 1987
{94}, 1990 {91} and Saville-Troike 1988 {154}.
62. Haggard, J. Villasana. <The Neutral Ground Between Louigiana and
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Texas, 1806-1821." Louisiana Historical Quarterly, 28 (October 1945),
1001-1128. Excellent history of the buffer zone between New Spain and
the United States showing the role of the Alabamas and Coushattas as
barrier populations.
63. Hamilton, Peter J. Colonial Mobile. Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
1897. 446 pp. Based mainly on original sources, this history of the
Alabama-Tombigbee Basin from 1519 to 1821 provides numerous
references to the Alabamas (Allbamons) and Coushattas (Coosadas), A
1732 map locating the Alabamas is reproduced.
64. Hardy, Heather K. and Philip W. Davis. "Comparatives in Alabama."
International Journal of American Linguistics, 54 (1988), 209-231.
Analysis of the four types of comparative constructions, which vary
semantically and in degree of syntactic complexity. Data from Cora
Sylestine and Wanda Williams Poncho.
65. Hardy, Heather K. and Timothy R. MontIer. "Alabama Radical
Morphology: H-infix and Disfixation." In In Honor of Mary Haas. Edited
by William Shipley. Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 1988. pp. 377-410.
Discussion of three features carrying the nuance "more," and their
implications for linguistic theory. Main infonnants were Cora Sylestine
and Wanda Williams Poncho.
66. -----. "Imperfective Gemination in Alabama." International Journal
of American Linguistics, 54 (1988), 399-415. Description of the
gemination of consonants and vowels (vowel lengthening), which is
morphemic in Alabama.
67. Harrigan, Stephen. "Bury my Heart at the Souvenir Shop." Texas
Monthly, 10 (1975), 82-87. Sardonic report on the modern Alabama-
Coushattas, focllsing on tourism, softball, and Chief Fulton Battise.
Includes keen observations on reservation life; conveys the journalist's
discomfort with an alien culture.
68. Harrington, M.R. "Among Louisiana Indians." Southern Workman,
37 (1908), 656-66 L Ethnologist's record of conditions of remaining
Louisiana Indians - Chitimachas. Houmas, Coushattas, and Alabamas.
Notes locations, populations, status of native languages and traditions,
split cane basketry, Spanish moss weaving, and blowgun usc. Five photos
are provided.
69. Hatcher, Mattie Alice Austin. The Opening of Texas to Foreign
Settlement, 1801-1821. Austin: University of Texas Press, 1927. 368 pp.
Notes the employment of Coushatta observers in East Texas by the Spanish
government.
70. "Heap Big Thicket Pow-wow, New Chief Installed." Texas
Clubwoman, 43 (March 1970), 12. Notice of installation of Robert Fulton
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Battise as Mikko Choba or principal chief.
71. Heard, Elma. "Down the Moccasin Trail: A Study and Reshaping of
Legends and Tales from the Alabama and Koasati Indians." Ph.D.
dissertation, University of Denver, 1957. 92 pp. Eleven tales used to
exemplify common literary devices in American Indian narrative.
Unsophisticated analysis, but variants bear comparison with those in
Swanton {159, 166} and Martin {119-122l 125}. Stories include "The
Rescue of Sun," "How the Indians First Got Seed," "The White Squirrel,"
"The Celestial Skiff,l' ''The Musical Stranger," "Big Man-eater and the
Persimmon Tree," "Bead Splitter," "Mother Opossum and Tcukbilabila,"
"The Remorseful Terrapin," "Dog and Heron," and "The Monster." Heard
came to the reservation via her father's friend, Clem Fain, Jr.; she collected
most of the tales in English from Charles M. Thompson and Celestine
during 1935-1940.
72. -----. "Two Tales from the Alabamas." In Straight Texas. Publications
of the Texas Folk-lore Society, No. 13. Edited by J. Frank Dobie. Austin:
Texas Folklore Society~ 1937. pp. 294-297; rpt. Hatboro, Pennsylvania:
Folklore Associates Inc., 1966. "How the Indians First Got Seed" and "The
Dice Game," tales told by Charles M. Thompson and showing Biblical
influence. Thompson told another variant of the first tale to densmore
(1937 {36}), and three versions of it appear in Swanton 1929 {166}.
73. Holley, Mary Austin. The Texas Diaf)~ 1835-1838. Edited by J.P.
Bryan. Austin: The University of Texas Humanities Research Center,
1965. 120 pp. Diary by Stephen F. Austinls cousin containing a reference
to Coushattas protecting her brother's plantation in Fort Bend County~
Texas, circa 1838.
74. Houston, Sam. The Writings of Sam Houston. Edited by Amelia W.
Williams and Eugene C. Barker. 8 vols. Austin: University of Texas Press,
1938-1943; rpt. Austin: Pemberton Press, 1970. Letters in volumes 2, 4, 7,
and 8 make sporadic reference to Alabama and Coushatta (Coosattee,
Cushattee, Coshattee) characteristics and land rights issues.
75. Hudson, Charles. The Southeastern Indians. Knoxville: University of
Tennessee Press, 1976. 573 pp. Well-assembled culture-area study with
strong discussion of Creek history and culture; few specific references to
Alabamas and Coushattas.
76. Hsu, Dick Ping. The Arthur Patterson Site: A Mid-Nineteenth
Century Site, San Jacinto County, Texas. Survey No.5. Austin: Texas
Historical Commission, Office of the State Archeologist, 1969. 50 pp.
Reports excavation of three probable Alabama or Coushatta burials. Some
analysis of remnant clothing, beads, metal ornaments, and ceramic grave
goods.
77. The Indian Papers ofTexas and the Southwest, 1825-1916. Edited by
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Dorman H. Winfrey and James M. Day. 5 Vols. Austin: The Pemberton
Press, 1966. Comprehensive edition of Indian materials from the Texas
State Archives; includes important correspondence on Alabama-Coushatta
tribal affairs and living conditions in each volume (volumes indexed
separately).
78. "Indians of Polk County." Frontier Times, 5 (October 1927), 30-31.
Account (from the Dallas News) of a Texas Senate Committee's 1927 visit
which precipitated reservation aid. Ct. Cogdell 1927 [27}, "Report of
Committee" {147}.
79. Jacobson, Daniel. "'Koasati Cultural Change." Ph.D. dissertation,
Louisiana State University, 1954. 231 pp. Study of the Louisiana
community resting on the thorough use of old historical sources, the
author's fieldwork in the early 1950s, and unpublished materials of
ethnographer Lyda Averill Taylor and missionary Paul Leeds. Creek
culture circa 1750 is reconstructed as a baseline for Coushatta culture
change. Superb source on culture traits; outstanding bibliography.
Appendices give Louisiana tribe role for 1952 and biographies of Taylor's
informants. Four maps are included. The original typescript contains
twenty-three photos taken by Taylor in 1936-37. Numerous typographic
errors.
80. -----. "The Origin of the Koasati Community of Louisiana."
Ethnohistory, 7 (Spring 1960), 97-120. Ambitious history tracing
Coushatta migration and townsites from the Tennessee River drainage in
1540 to Bayou Blue near Elton in 1910. Remarks on Indian relations with
colonial powers and the white settlers of Louisiana. The carly history is not
entirely dependable; disregard of Smither 1932 {156} weakens account of
the Texas Coushattas. Good descriptions of the settlement pattern at Bayou
Blue (with map, dated 1935) and the advent of the cash economy.
81. -----. "Written Ethnological Report and Statement of Testimony: The
Alabama-Coushatta Indians of Texas and the Coushatta Indians of
Louisiana." In Alabama-Coushatta (Creek) Indians. NewYork: Garland
Publishing, 1974. pp. 25-178. Well-documented report and transcript of
spoken testimony to the Indian Claims Commission on migration and the
development of tribal title in the states. Contradicted in Flores 1977 {48}.
82. Johnson, Bobby H. The Coushatta People. Phoenix: Indian Tribal
Series, 1976. 103 pp. Well-written derivative culture history emphasizing
the Louisiana community. Includes sixteen photos. two maps, and
illustration of the Louisiana tribal seal.
83. Johnson, Kathryn S., and Paul Leeds. Patteran: The L~fe and Works
of Paul Leeds. San Antonio: Naylor Co., 1964. 162 pp. Biography of
Congregational minister among the Louisiana Coushattas during 1893-
1958. Johnson was a high school English teacher. The fIrst half is a
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narrative by Johnson, based on Leed's diary entries; the second half is a
series of memoirs written by Leeds in 1941 and edited by Johnson. Little
information about Indians; valuable as a look into the motives of a
missionary. Thirteen photos and a facsimile of the constitution of St.
Peter's Congregational Church near Kinder.
84. Jones, Roy G. «The Semantics of -0- in Coushatta." In The Twelfth
LACUS Forum, /985. Lake Bluff, Illinois: LACUS, 1986. pp. 306-314.
Proposes meanings of the suffix -0-: "new information," "emphasis,"
"identification," "differentiation."
85. Journal of the Fourth Congress of the Republic of Texas, 1839-1840.
3 vols. Edited by Harriet Smither. Austin: Von Boeckmann Jones, 1931.
Volumes 1 and 2, the Senate and House journals respectively, offer
numerous references to an unsuccessful act to survey lands to be provided
to the Alabamas and Coushattas. Volume 1 reproduces Lamar's
presidential message of 1839 stating his friendly disposition toward the
tribes.
86. Kelly, Herman. "A Red Man in a White Man's WorJd." Texas
Highways, (October 1971), 10-17. Instructive article for a general
readership on modem Alabama-Coushatta life, mostly through the eyes of
the Jack Battise family.
87. -----. ·'Pow-wow." Texas Highways, 21 (May 1974),8-13. Photo story
on the Fifth Annual Alabama-Coushatta Powwow written for a general
audience, significant for documenting Kiowa and Comanche intluence on
Alabama-Coushatta music and dance.
88. Kenney, M.M. "The History of the Indian Tribes of Texas." In A
Comprehensive History o/Texas, 16R5, 1897, Vol. 1. Edited by Dudley G.
Wooten. Dallas: Scharff, 1898. pp. 717-783. Rpt: Texas State Historical
Association 1986. Profi les the Alabamas and Coushattas, with brief
discussion of the Coushatta Trace and early hostilities in the region. Based
on an 1831 report by 1. Francisco Madero, commissioner of the State of
Coahuila and Texas. Includes a map of tribal locations.
89. KimbalL Geoffrey. "A Descriptive Grammar of Koasati." Ph.D.
dissertation, Tulane University, 1985. 539 pp. The only extended work on
Koasati; a sophisticated description of phonology, verbs, nouns, pronouns,
syntax, and semantics. Much attention is given to the complicated system
of verb prefixes and suffixes. Speech styles appropriate to different oral
genres, such as conversation or didactic narrative, are exemplified. Also
includes a historical sketch based on primary sources (which notes the
etymology of Coushatta surnames), a summary on previous Coushatta
linguistic work, six photos of infonnants, and a musical transcription of a
Horse Dance song. Several mi~takes occur in bibliographic citation.
Principal consultants were Bel Abbey, Nora Abbey, Martha John, Ed John,
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and Ruth Poncho. Published in slightly revised fonn in 1990 {91).
90. -----. "A Further Note on Koasati 'Men!s! Speech'." international
Journal ofAmerican Linguistics, 56 (January 1990), t58-162. Disputes the
existence of a marked speech form for men in Koasati, as reported by
Saville-Troike (1988). See also Kimball 1987 {94} and Haas 1944 {61}.
91. -----. Koasati Grammar. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
1990. 640 pp. Published version of the author's doctoral dissertation {91 }.
92.-----. "Koasati Internal Change." Mid-America Linguistics Conference
Papers. Edited by David S. Rood. Boulder: University of Colorado
Department of Linguistics, 1984. pp. 230-245. Study of internal
modifications in Koasati verhs, which may indicate tense or aspect;
includes discussion of obsolete modifications.
93. -----. "Koasati Reduplication." In In Honor of Mary Haas. Edited by
William Shipley. Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 1988. pp. 431-441. Studies
tow fonus of syllable reduplication in verbs, used to indicate continuous or
punctual repeLition of the aciton.
94. -----. "Men's and Women's Speech in Koasati: A Reappraisal."
International Journal of American Linguistics, 53 (1987), 30-38. Report
that the "male" suffix described by Haas 1944 {61} is in fact a phrase
tenninal marker indicating the status, not sex, of the speaker. Usage was
not restricted to men, and was decreasing, contrary to Haas. Data from
Louisiana.
95. -----. "Peregrine Falcon and Great Horned Owl: Ego and Shadow in
a Koasati Tale." Southwest Journal oj Linguistics, 9 (1989), 45-74.
Swanton's typescript of the myth he called "The Pigeon Hawk's GiftH
(Swanton 1929 {166}) is retranscribed for greater linguistic accuracy; the
characters are interpreted as Jungian archetypes. Shows deficiencies in
Swanton's publication.
96. King, Willie Ford. "The Educational Growth of the Alabama and
Coushatta Indians of East Texas." Master's thesis, Stephen F. Austin State
University, 1949. 62 pp. Intelligent study of education efforts, from
mission schooling in the 1880s to public school enrollment in the 1940s.
Offers transcripts of interviews with relevant non-Indians, including
teacher Mrs, C,W. Chambers, Presbyterian minister Oscar Landry, the
reservation dentist, and an office manager at W.T. Carter lumber company.
97. Kniffen, Fred B., Hiram F. Gregory, and George A. Stokes, The
Historic Indian Tribes of Louisiana. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
University Press. 1987. 324 pp_ Excellent synthesis of standard and
ohscure sources and recent ethnography, discusses Lhe Alabamas and
Coushattas (Koasatis) among several groups. Covers material culture and
social history, with a short view of current conditions in Louisiana. The
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references and notes are an outstanding guide to the Ii tcrature on Southeast
Indians.
98. Koch, Clara Lena. "The Federal Indian Policy in Texas, 1845-1860,"
Southl"vestern Historical Quarterly, 28 (January 1925), 223-234; (April
1925),259-286; 29 (July 1925), 19-35; (October 1925), 98-127. Includes
discussion of Alabama, Coushatta, and Muskogee settlement in Polk
County, with some inadequate references to cultural patterns. Vicws
settlement in the context of variable federal policy toward Tcxas Indians.
99. Krzywicki, Ludwik. Primitive Society and its Vital Statistics.
London: Macmillan, 1934. 576 pp. Includes Alabama (Alibamu)
population figures from 1541 to 1910.
100, Kyzer, Willye Mayc. "A Descriptive Study of the Speech of the
Koasati Indians of Louisiana," Master's thesis, Louisiana State University,
1952. 172 pp. Examination of the Indian's English speech, determining the
influence of native language and regional dialects on English phonology.
Informants were Leona Abbey, Loris Abbot LangleYl and Bertha John.
Hindered by a theoretical perspective which considers dialectal variations
"errors," yet only work on subject~ data for future research.
101. Lamarl Mirabcau Bounaparte. The Papers of Mirabeau Bounaparte
Lamar. Edited by Charles A. Gulick, Jr. et al. 6 vols. Austin: Von
Boeckmann-Jones, 1921-1927; rpC New York: AMS Press, 1973.
References to the Coushattas (Cushatta), indexed under "Koasati," in
volumes 2 and 3; the index mistakenly lists a reference in volume 6 also.
Lamarl Texas Republic president. was known for his intolerant Indian
policy but looked kindly on the Alabamas and Coushattas. An 1839 letter
from John Ross relates Chief Coleta's address on the killing of five
Coushattas by whites; a letter from Lamar to Liberty County citizens
instructs them to avoid further violence,
102. Lasswell, Mary. I'll Take Texas. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Press,
1958. 376 pp. Travel book; chapter on the Big Thicket describes the tribal
burial ground and an Indian hasketball game.
103. Laws of the Repuhlic of Texas Houston Passed at the Session of the
Fourth Congress. Houston: Telegraph Power Press, 1840.280 pp. Includes
an act which authorizes and requires the president of the Republic to have
lands surveyed to establish separate reservations for the Alabamas and
Coushattas, authorizes him to appoint an agent to the tribes, and gives the
government jurisdiction over them. Reproduced in The Indian Papers of
Texas, Vol. 1 {77}, with historical annotation.
104. The La»'s of Te.xas, /822-1905. 12 voIs. Compiled and arranged by
H.P.N. Gammel. Austin: Gammel Book Company, 1898-1906. Laws in
volumes 2,4, and 5 include the 1840 Alabama-Coushatta act of relief and
survey directive, 1R66 call for the appointment of an agent (with job
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description), and delineation of the Indians' civil rights. Cumulative index
does not list all Alabama-Coushatta references~ see volume indexes.
105. Lowery, Jack. "A Celebration of Cultures." Texas Highways, 38
(November 1991), 42-49. Ordinary sketch of the Tiguas and Alabama-
Coushattas for tourists, with information provided by Roland Poncho and
Bryan Williams.
106. Lupardus, Karen J. "The Language of the Alabama Indians." Ph.D.
dissertation, University of Kansas, 1982.297 pp. The most complete single
document on the subject; basic vocabulary plus sections on phonology,
morphology, and syntax. Reviews previous linguistic work and gives brief
but important comment on the sociolinguistic value of Alabama versus
Coushatta in Texas. Based mainly on Swanton's field materials in the
National Anthropological Archives, collected circa 1912 from Charles M,
Thompson. Celissy Henry, George Henry, and possibly Charlie Adams and
Battiste. Author conducted interviews during 1972-1977 with Sharon
Poncho, Nellie Williams, Matthew Bullock, and Dorothy Ragsdale.
Publications of Hardy et aI, based on more intensive fieldwork, call for
some revision, particularly in morphology.
107. "Ma Thicket Recollects." Texas Clubwoman, 43 (March 1970), 13.
Reminiscences of Ethel Osborn Hill of the Texas Federation of Women's
Clubs, who knew reservation personalities, on the occasion of Fulton
Battise's installation as First Chief.
108, McClamroch, Mrs. R.S. History of the Alabama Indian Church.
Beaumont, Texas: n.p., 1944. 22 pp. Best source on the establishment of
the reservation Presbyterian Church, describing mission efforts and
developments up to World War II. The author, a secretary of the Eastern
Texas Presbyterial, chaired the finance committee that erected the present
church in 1930. Observations on native belief disclose a Christian bias.
l09. McClendon, R. Earl. "The First Treaty of the Republic of Texas,"
Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 60 (July 1956), 36-52. Names of the
Alabamas and Coushattas among the associates of the Cherokees whose
dissatisfaction with Republic Indian policy prompted Sam Houston's
Cherokee Treaty of February 23, 1836.
110. McGillvray, Alexander. McGillvray of the Creeks. Edited by John
Walter Caughey. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 193H. Letters of
the Scots-Creek "'Tallyrand of Alabama" refer to Coushattas vis-a-vis the
Creek Confederacy in the 1770s.
111. McMurrey, Marion. "Sissie Thompson Sylestine." In Women in Early
Texas. Edited by Evelyn M. Carrington. Austin: Jenkins Publishing
Company, 1975. 5 pp. Essay by a retired Big Thicket teacher tries but fails
to epitomize Alabama culture history in the life of one woman. Contains
several factual errors.
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112. Maguire, Jack. Talk of Texas. Austin: Shoal Creek Publishers, 1973.
156 pp. This compendium of Texas curiosities notes that Alabama-
Coushatta dances and tipi-building for the tourist trade were learned from
other tribes.
113. Maillard, N. Doran. The History of the Republic of Texas. London:
Smith, Elderl 1842. 512 pp. Contains a contemporary description of
Coushatta dress.
114. Malone, Prairie View. Sam Houston's Indians: The Alabama-
Coushatti. San Antonio: Naylor, 1960.77 pp. Readable history from 1541
to 1959 by an elementary school principal and Texana author, based on
common secondary sources and interviews with Chief Bronson Cooper
Sylestine and local non-Indians. Plagiarizes extensively from Thompson
1947.
115. Manry, Corinne. "A History of Education of the Alabama Indians of
Polk County, Texas.l ' Master's thesis, University of Texas, 1937. 110 pp.
Synthesis of puhlished references and interviews on tribal education,
viewed in three phases: aboriginal, missionary. and govemment-
sponsored. Contains ten photos, a diagram of a Creek town square, and
four maps, including one showing all reservation buildings as of 1937; also
valuable excerpts from the reservation annual report for 1936.
116. Markham, James W. "Alabama-Coushatta Indian Reservation." In
Handbook of Texas, Vol. 1. Edited by Walter Prescott Webb. Austin: Texas
State Historical Association, 1952. pp. 19-20. Basically accurate synopsis
of reservation history and society, derived mostly [rom Smither 1932
{l56} and Wade 1936 {189}.
117. Marsh, Ralph Henry. "The History of Polk County, Texas Indians."
Master's thesis, SuI Ross State Teacher's College (SuI Ross State
University), 1941. 93 pp. Printed in Alabama-Coushatta (Creek) Indians.
New York: Garland Publishing, 1974. pp. 257-361. Thesis later offered as
a report to the Indian Claims Commission on Alabama, Coushatta, and
Kickapoo occupation of East Texas: by a Livingston teacher. Relies on
standard sources (borrowing verhatim from Smither 1932 {156}) and
interviews with local non-Indians and Charles Wilson, Kickapoo.
Discussion of culture is burdened with evolutionist phrases. The tribal
constitution, by-laws. corporate charter, and fOUf tribal land deeds are
appended. The original includes a map of village sites, drawing of
Kickapoo leader John Blount's presidential gorget, and three photos; no
photos in the published version.
118. Martin, Howard N. "Ethnohistorical Analysis of Documents Relating
to the Alabama and Coushatta Tribes of the Stale of Texas." In Alabama-
Coushatta (Creek) Indians. New York: Garland Publishing, 1974. pp. 179-
256, Clearly-outlined report to [he Indian Claims Commission on
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Alabama-Coushatta occupation of seventeen counties in East Texas, based
on primary sources.
119. -----. Folktales of the Alahama-Coushalla indians. Livingston, Texas:
Howard N. Martin, 1946. 75 pp. Thirty-nine texts presented in
straightforward English, collected by the author in the 19305 from aged
informants, with Matthew Bullock as translator. Most of the narrators were
Alabama-speakers; they could not assign specific tribal origin to the tales.
Along with Martin 1977 {122} and Swanton 1929 {166}, a principal
reference on Alabama-Coushatta oral tradition.
120. -----. "Folktales of the Alabama-Coushatta Indians." In Mexican
Border Ballads and Other Lore. Texas Folklore Society Publication No.
21. Edited by Mody C. Boatright. Dallas: Southern Methodist University
Press, 1946. pp. 65-80. Nine tales reproduced from Martin's own 1946
publication.
121. -----. "Myths of the Alabama-Coushatta Indians." In Folklore ofTexa,'i
Cultures. Texas Folklore Society Publication No. 38. Edited by Francis E.
Abernethy. Austin: Encino Press. 1974. pp. 19-21. "The Creation of the
Earth" and "The Origin of the Alabama-Coushatta Indians," reprinted from
Martin 1946.
122. -----. M.vths and Folktales (?f the Alabama-Coushatta Indians of
Texas. Austin: Encino Press, 1977. 141 pp. Forty-six translated tales,
'''consensus versions" forged from variants collected mostly between 1931
and 1941. Most of these tales appear in Martin 1946, but the present
versions are much livelier. Prefaced by a historical outline and concise
analysis of narrative structure; tales classified by type and motif
123. -----. "Polk County Indians: Alabamas, Coushattas, Pakana
Muskogees." East Texas Historical Journal, 17: 1 (1979), 3-23.
Authoritative history to 1928, based on extensive research in primary
documents. Sections on the origin and arrival of the tribes, their
Confederate service, post-bellum decline, and twentieth-century
improvements. Four photos of chiefs and maps of Indian vilJage sites and
trails are provided. This information was originally otJered in Martin 1966
{125}.
124. -----. "Texas Redskins in Confederate Gray." South\-vestern
Histnrical Quarterly. 70:4 (April 1967), 586-592. Documents the
participation of Alabamas and Coushattas in Confederate military
activities. The term "redskin" is now considered a derogatory.
125. -----. "Tales of the Alabama-Coushatta Indians." In Tales from the Big
Thicket. Edited by Francis E. Abernethy. Austin: University of Texas Pres~,
1966. pp. 33-57. "The Creation of the Earth;' "'The Origin of the Alabama-
Coushatta Indians," "The Great Flood;' "The Origin of Corn and
Tobacco," "'Why Fire Came to the Indians." "Abba Mingo's Son and the
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Corn Grinder," "The Westward Migration of the Alabamas," and "Chief
Coleta and the Coushatta Indians," repri nted from Martin 1946 { 120}, plus
the history later published as Martin 1979 (123). Four photos.
126. Martinez, Antonio. The Letters ofAntonio Martinez, the Last Spanish
Governor of Texas. Edited by Virginia H. Taylor. Austin: Texas State
Library, 1957. 354 pp. Martinez's letters in the Texas State Archives
discuss Spanish employment of Coushatta observers along the Coushatta
Trace and Trinity River.
127. Mead, Mildred Ford. "Indians of Texas in Legend and Poetry." M.A.
thesis, Sam Houston State Teachers College, 1941. 105 pp. Includes an
unsophisticated sketch of Alabama-Coushatta history and culture,
followed by the story "Visit to the Sky" and notes on tribal music from
Densmore 1937.
128. A Message from the President Relative to Indian Affairs, with
Accompanying Documents. Houston: n.p., 1838. This pamphlet includes a
copy of a talk sent by Sam Houston to the Alabamas and Coushattas
entreating them not to join the Cordova Rebellion, reproduced in Houston
1970, vol. 2 {74}.
t 29. MontIer, Timothy R. and Heather K. Hardy. "The Phonology of
Alabama Agent Agreement." Word, 41 (December 1990), 257-273.
Analysis of pronomial markers which typically signify controlling agents;
data from Cora Sylestine and Wanda Williams Poncho.
130. -----. "The Phonology of Negation in Alabama." International
Journal ofAmerican Linguistics, 57 (January 1991), 1-23. Description of
the process of fonning negatives with suffixes, infixes, and prefixes: -ki, ::
ikki, -ki-, -kii-, ik-. Consultants were Cora Sylestine and Wanda Williams
Poncho.
131. Moore, Luther C. Cemeterie.\· in Polk Count)~ Texas. Livingston,
Texas: Polk County Memorial Museum and Polk County Historical
Commission, 1986. 18 pp. Guide by a local historian containing directions
to two Alabama-Coushatta graveyards with traditional burials: Indian
Baptist and Indian VjJJage.
132. Muckleroy, Anna. "The Indian Policy of the Republic of Texas,"
Southwestern Historical Quarterly, 25 (April 1922), 229-260; 26 (July
1922), 1-29; (October 1922), 128-148; (January 1923), 184-206.
Landmark treatment of Texas Indian policy contextualizing Anglo dealings
with the Alabamas and Coushattas. Specific references occur in the first
and third installments.
133. '·New Chief for Alabama-Coushatta Tribes." East Texas, 44
(February 1970), 17. Announces inauguration of Fulton Battise.
144. "New Indian Theater in Texas." Wassaja, 3 (January-February 1975),
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23. Announces plans to construct $2.2 million theater at the reservation
tourist complex.
135. Oates, Stephen B. Confederate Calvab)1 West of the River. Austin:
University of Texas Press, 1961. 234 pp. Records efforts to enlist Polk
County Indians in the Confederate cavalry.
136. Official Records of the Union and CDnfederate Navies in the War of
the Rebellion. 31 vols. Washington, D.C.: US Government Printing Office,
1905. In Series T, Volume 19, two reports from Confederate Navy
Commander W.W. Hunter to Navy Secretary S.R. Mallory, mention role of
Polk County Indians in defense activities. Related lettcrs discuss defensive
measures undeIWay. The information is indexed in this volume under
"Trinity River, Texas - Operations in." A letter from Hunter to J.N. Barney
in Series I, Volume 20 further explains the activities.
137. Olmsted, Frederick Law. A Journey through Texas. New York: Dix,
Edwards, 1857. 516 pp. Rpt. Au~tin: University of Texas Press, 1978.
Describes some Alabamas at Lake Charles.
138. Padilla, Juan Antonio. "Texas in 1820: Report of the Barbarous
Indians of the Province of Texas, by Juan Antonio Padilla, Madc December
27, 1819." Translated by Mattie Austin Hatcher. Southwestern Historical
Quarterly, 23 (July ]919), pp. 47-68. Offers brief glimpses of the
Alabamas and Coushattas from a colonial observer.
139. Peden, Allen V. "Texas Alabaman Indians Have No Form of
Government." The American Indian (Society of Oklahoma Indians), 1
(July 1927), 10-1 L Misleadingly-titled article reprinted from the Houston
Post-Dispatch touches on tribal politics, education, customary law, and
living conditions. Based on a visit to the reservation.
140. Peebles, Ruth. "The Westward Migration of the Alabama and
Coushatta Indians." Master's thesis, Sam Houston State University, 1968.
84 pp. History from 1540 to ]854, couched as a struggle for human rights.
The author, a Livingston educator, relies on some obscure sources, making
this thesis an important reference. Six excellent maps locate tribal villages.
141. Pickett, Albert James. History of Alabama, and Incidentally of
Georgia and Mississippi. from the Earliest Period. Charleston, South
Carolina: Walker and Jones, 1851. 445 pp. Rpt. NewYork: Arno Press,
1971. Consolidates historical references to early Alabama and Coushatta
locations and activitie~, including relations with Fort Toulouse.
142. Pinkard, Tommie. "Feast for a Chief." Texas Highways, 25
(November 1978), 14-15. Popular description of Thanksgiving dinner at
the home of Chief Fulton Battise, plus standard tribal history~ includes
some details about foodways.
143. -----. "Fulton Battise- Mikko Choba." Texas Highways, 33 (June
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1986), 40-41. Profile of the chief with standard tribal history. Includes a
rare photo of the 1936 installation of chiefs Bronson Cooper Sylestine and
Fulton Battise.
144. -----. "A Stitch from Time." Texas Highways, 27 (June 1980), 26-29.
Introduction to Alabama-Coushatta headwork techniques; well-written but
lacks infonnation on the development of the craft among the tribe
specifically. Photos of Leona Sylestine, Comanche George "Woogie"
Watchetaker, beaded items.
145. -----. "Weaving Ways." Texas Highways, 25 (November 1978), 10-
13. Introduction to Alabama-Coushatta basketry for the general public.
Photos of Maggie Poncho and Rebecca Williams working on baskets, plus
five photos of baskets.
146. Reading, Robert S. Arrows Over Texl/"·... San Antonio: Naylor Co.,
1960. 269 pp. This wandering guide to Indian sites and history for young
readers offers a non-scholarly treatment of Alabamas and Coushanas:
lacks sensitivity toward Indian culture.
147. "Report of Committee to Investigate Surrounds of Alabama Indians
in Polk County, Texaf\." Texas Senate Journal, (February IS, 1929), 760-
765. Members, charged by the Texas Senate, visited the reservation on
August 2, 1927 and December 8, 1928. Notes Indians' dire poverty and
noble character, recommends relief measures: full-time agent, more land,
livestock, supplies, etc. Cf. cogdell (1927), "Indians of Polk County"
(1927).
148. Richardson, W. "Friendly Indians of the Trinity River." Frontier
Times, 2 (June 1925),4-7. Richardson was the publisher, not author, of this
anonymous tribal sketch that originally appeared in the 1861 (not 1860)
Texa.... Almanac (see "Friendly Indians of the Trinity River 152 n. The
present version is abridged by omission of three paragraphs.
149. Rothe, Aline Thompson. How and Why Stories: Tales Collected for
the Alabama-Coushatta Indians. Livingston, Texas: Century II Printing
Company, n.d. n.p. Fifteen stories for children, compiled by a Polk County
educator and journalist. "Most ... were told ... by Indians": e.g. Bettie
Battise and Charley Boatman, with Dorothy Chambers (Shill) as translator.
The tales are not provenienced, Each is illustrated by Charles Schmidt.
150. -----. Kalita'5 People: A Histol)' (~fthe Alabama-Coushatta Indians (4
Texas. Waco: Texian Press, 1963. 141 pp. Readable culture history of the
Texas tribes, depending heavily Gatschet, Swanton, and Smither.
Enlivened by interviews with leading citizens of Livingston, and
observations made by the author as a correspondent for the Houston
Chronicle. Thirteen photos, tribal constitution and by-laws, corporate
charter, three deed records.
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151. -----. "From Tamath-le-Mingo to Tu-ca-iche. l ' The Texas Outlook,
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U.S. Government Printing Office, 1928. pp. 673-726. Superb survey of
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Coushatta tales collected by the author in 1911-1912: "Rabbit and Big
Man-Eater," "The Girls and the Hogs," "Rabbit and the Turkeys," «The
Girl and the Buffaloes," "Rabbit and the Negro," and "How Rabbit Killed
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translations.
160. -----. "Early History of the Creek Indians and Their Neighbors."
Bureau of American Ethnology. Bulletin 73. Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1922. 492 pp. Fundamental source on
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Miscellaneous Collections. Volume 85. Washington, D.C.: U.S.
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NOTES
I An earlier version of this work appeared as Recent Research 2:2 (March, 1992), an internal
publication uf the Institute of Texan Cultures. University of Texas at San Antonio.
'Michael L. Tate, The Indians of Texas: An Annotated Research Biblio~raphy (Metuchen,
New Jersey, 1986). Also invaluahle was a manuscript bibliol:,'Taphy of Muskogean linguistics by
Heather Hardy and Janine Scancarelli, kindly provided by the authors.
'This bibliography focuses on the Texas population and also covers the literature on the
Louisiana group. Those interested in the Oklahoma Alabamas and Coushattas must review the
Oklahoma Creek literature, descrihed in A Creek Sourcebook, edited by William C. Sturtevant
(New York. 1987), pp. x.v-xxi.
"Alabama-Coushatta" designates the modern political entity in Texas and is used here also
to refer to the two peoples as they constitute a general research topic. The spellings "Alabama"
and "Coushatta," preferred by bOlh the Texas and Louisiana tribal governments, are used in the
annotations, even while variant spellings have been preserved in the titles. The one departure from
this practice i~ the use of "Koasali" for the Coushatta language. which has become a convention
among linguists.
~Cora V. Sylestine, Heather K. Hardy. and Timothy R. Montier, Alabama-Engli~'h
Dictionary (Austin, in press).
